ANT-2109-GVR5
2.2 - 2.5 GHz & 4.4 - 5.0 GHz Dual Band Vertical Polarized Antenna

SPECIFICATIONS

Frequency
2.2 - 2.5 GHz & 4.4 - 5.0 GHz

Gain
2.3 GHz Band: 4 dBi
4.7 GHz Band: 6 dBi

Polarization
Vertical (Both bands)

Beamwidth
2.3 GHz Band: 360° Az. x 34° El.
4.7 GHz Band: 360° Az. x 25° El.

Cross Polar
>20dB Typ. (Both bands)

VSWR
2:1 (Both bands)

Power Rating
10W

Length
25.7 in.
65.1 cm

Spring Length
4.5 in.
11.31 cm

Radome Diameter
Min.
1.2 in.
3.15 cm
Max.
1.7 in.
4.3 cm

Weight
2.65 lbs.
1.2 kg

Connector
(1) N-Type Female

Temperature
-40°C to +70°C

Finish
Black
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